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Creating Inspiration: A Call to Service

AFA Chronicle
Special Housing Edition
NOVA Urban League Offers Support to Kappa
By Eugene Johnson

On Tuesday, January 12, 2010, several members of the Alexandria Fairfax
(VA) Alumni Chapter Housing Committee met at the historic Franklin &
Armfield Office, a three story building at 1315 Duke St. which serves as the
headquarters for the Northern Virginia Urban League. The building houses a
museum on the topic of the Alexandria slave trade. The slave business at
that location ended in 1861 when Union troops occupied Alexandria. The
Urban League CEO treated several brothers to a tour of the museum and the
facility. The purpose of the visit was to share our plan to acquire a multipurpose facility and gauge the level of interest other organizations may have
in using the facility. A contingent of Kappa men seeking to share the dream
of home ownership with the Northern Virginia community, were led by the
Eastern Province Senior Vice Polemarch, Dwight Thomas. Ken Bynum did a
masterful job of presenting the case for the new facility at 6939 South Kings
Please see Urban League page 2

Polemarch’s Message
In the Fall of 1910, several undergraduates went home for the Christmas
holidays and ten of them returned to school during the Spring of 1911 and
were granted the authority to establish Kappa Alpha Nu Fraternity on the
campus of Indiana University. These men were teenagers or in their early
twenties seeking a better life in the state of Indiana, the hotbed of the Ku Klux
Klan. There was no stopping them then and ninety-nine years later, there is
nothing that will stop the brothers of Alexandria Fairfax. We are close
enough to see the dream of homeownership materialize in the form of a
multipurpose facility. Through KSEF, we signed the contract on the property
at 6343 South Kings Highway. Consider the watch that our revered founder
Marcus Peter Blakemore sold to incorporate Kappa Alpha Nu nearly 100
years ago. This selfless act planted the seed that grew into an international
fraternity. Brothers of Kappa Alpha Psi, we can not be a revered founder, but
we can learn from the selfless act of the Founders and do whatever we can to
help us achieve something extraordinary. We must set the standard. We
must take on this charge, we must charge forward as One Kappa
demonstrating to the world that there is no power on earth that can thwart the
Please see Polemarch on page 2
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Highway to a room filled to near capacity of
motivated organization presidents interested in
hearing how the Kappa acquisition might meet
their meeting or entertainment needs. Richard
Mattox gave a wonderful discourse on various
synergistic/mutual benefits of like organizations
housed in the same facility. The President of the
Kappa Scholarship Endowment Fund, Curtis
Wilson explained to the group that he headed the
philanthropic arm of the organization which
managed a scholarship program that awards
students for four years, provides mentoring
services and holds a week long overnight camp.
He lamented the fact that KSEF programs had
been adversely impacted by the lack of a
residence. But the star of the evening was Ms
Lavern Chatman, President and CEO of the
NOVA Urban League who presented the case for
Kappa before, during, and after the session to the
many leaders affiliated with the Urban League.
She spoke as if she were a Kappa, and
emphasized the fact that the participating
partners and the community at large will benefit
from joining forces. She demanded that the
organizations do everything possible to ensure
success! She praised Kappa for assuming the
risk, and stated that the others must assume
support. That said, every head in the room
nodded in agreement! The attendees present
included presidents and leaders from Zeta Phi
Beta, Delta Sigma Theta, Northern Virginia Urban
League, The Adellesen Group, Northern Virginia
Black Chamber of Commerce, Alpha Kappa
Alpha, Alpha Phi Alpha, the Virginia Leadership
Group and others.

Polemarch on page 2

effort of Kappa men living and operating under
the will of God. One might consider the
resources of our Founders as meager when
compared to the resources that we command
in Kappa today. But what do we have when
our financial balance sheet does not boast of
real-property or any other substantial plant and
equipment? If our Founders were willing to part
with their most prized possessions, then we as
college-educated professional men of Kappa
Alpha Psi must be willing to make the sacrifice
to make this dream a reality. The clock began
ticking and it ticks for the next forty-five days
for the AF Chapter to come up with $200,000
to go to closing on a home for our programs. I
am asking each of you to heed the call to make
your contribution toward this effort. Some will
say that it is a big ask, but as Kappa Men we
do things big. I need each of you to contribute
at least $1,000 toward the goal of
homeownership. For those who can do more, I
ask you to do so and those who can’t do
$1,000, I ask you to do something. It has been
forty-years since Kappa Alpha Psi made its last
purchase (the DC Alumni house) in the
Washington Metro Area, a generation has
passed, now we have an opportunity to fulfill
the dreams of those who came before us and
leave a legacy for those who come after us.
Step up and be apart of living for something
that will outlast yourself. Use your credit card,
the Kappa Credit Union or write a check, just
create inspiration and answer the call to
service. We can do it but we need you.
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Kappa News
President Obama taps Kappa For Under Secretary of Defense
for Personnel and Readiness Position
The appointment of Kappa Alpha Psi member, retired U S Marine Corps Major
General Clifford Stanley as Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and
Readiness makes him the Secretary's senior policy advisor on recruitment, career
development, pay and benefits for 1.4 million active duty military personnel, 1.3
million Guard and Reserve personnel and 680,000 DoD civilians. He is
responsible for overseeing the state of military readiness. The Under Secretary of
Defense for Personnel and Readiness also oversees the $36 billion Defense
Health Program, Defense Commissaries and Exchanges with $17.2 billion in
annual sales.
Dr. Clifford L. Stanley, led a distinguished 33-year career with the U.S. Marine
Corps before becoming the president of Scholarship America in 2004. He became the Marine's first-ever
African-American regimental commander and was promoted to the ranks of Colonel and Brigadier
General ahead of schedule. Stanley holds a master's degree in counseling
with honors from Johns Hopkins University, and a doctorate in education
from the University of Pennsylvania. Throughout his career, he trained and
educated servicemen; raised merit-based scholarships for high school
students; tutored elementary, middle and high-school students; upon
retiring from the military in 2002, Stanley joined the University of
Pennsylvania as executive vice president. While leading Scholarship
America, his programs distributed more than $1 billion to more than one
million students. His affiliations include the White House Fellowship
Association, the McCormick Educational Foundation, the United States
Naval Institute, Spalding University, Boy Scouts of America, the Civil War
and Underground Railroad Museum in Philadelphia, and Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity.

Otis Jones Heads Air Force All-Time Basketball Team
Famous Kappa Basketball stars include Wilt Chamberlain and Bill
Russell. But I think its time to make room for another Kappa star in
Otis Jones. The United States Air Force Academy, newspaper, “the
Gazette” recognized Otis as one of the school’s greatest players of
all-time. The Gazette solicited opinions from academy sports
information personnel, former coaches and former players. It
weighted its All-Time Air Force Basketball Team selections as 50
percent on “court skills” ranging from shooting to rebounding to
defensive prowess to “intangibles” like clutch play; 35 percent on
“accomplishments” like Player of the Year, All-America honors, and
scoring titles; and 15 percent on “position play” in terms of size,
speed, shooting, defense and rebounding. None other than Otis
Jones who played guard in 1995 headed the starting five. Otis was a four year starter from 1991 to
1995 and is one of the Academy’s most celebrated players. The Gazette described Otis as a scoring
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point guard who ranked second all-time at Air Force in career points (2,003), seventh in career assists
(263), and fourth in career steals (147). He also led the Falcons in scoring as a sophomore, junior and
senior and was a first-team all-Western Athletic Conference selection in each of those seasons. Otis
owns the third (25.5 ppg in 93-94) and fourth (23.9 ppg in 94-95) best single-season scoring averages
in Academy history. He was named an honorable mention All-American and was awarded the
Academy’s Athletic Excellence Award in 1994 and 1995. He achieves as much in the Air Force as he
did in basketball, already achieving 17 different awards including the prestigious Benjamin O. Davis
Leadership Award. An active member of Alexandria Fairfax Alumni chapter, Lt Col Jones is stationed
at the Pentagon where he is a chief in the Tactical Airlift Branch.

New Year’s Eve Gala an Unqualified Success!
Led by the combined efforts of Charles F. Parker Sr., and
Dr. Bernard Chase, the Alexandria-Fairfax (VA) and
Hyattsville/ Landover (MD) Alumni Chapters continued a
tradition of presenting the classiest New Year’s Eve Gala in
the Washington Metropolitan Area at the Washington
Renaissance Hotel. Over 950 guests rang in the year 2010
at this years’ New Year’s Eve Gala. This was the 24th year
of this outstanding black tie affair. Many of the loyal guests
Polemarch from page 1
have rung in the New Year each of the 24 years along with
the distinguished gentlemen of Kappa Alpha Psi. Much of
the success can be attributed to the attention to the details
that the committee plans and executes annually. Each year
boasts a little change, but what remains consistent is the
glamorous surroundings, the gala decorations, the wonderful food, the great bands and the other
activities that combine to make for an outstanding event. As the fraternity journeys toward its 100th
anniversary, the Alexandria-Fairfax and Hyattsville/Landover chapters of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
are also completing a journey of historic significance. In the year 2010, the New Year’s Eve Gala
committee will be planning its 25th anniversary of the Kappa black tie gala.

Upcoming Events
9 Jan, National Founders’ Day (Miami Fl)
9 Jan, Philadelphia Founders’ Day
16 Jan, Metro Founders’ Day

_____________________
“It's not what you look at
that matters, it's what
you see.
- Henry David Thoreau
-____________________

22 Jan Chapter Meeting
23 Jan, Virginia Founders Day
23 Jan, Kappa League Meeting
2 Feb, VA Legislative Day, State Capitol,
Richmond, VA @ 10am
21 Feb House Closing Date
28 Feb, Jazz Soul Food Brunch
21-25 April, Eastern Province Council

“…a spirit of fraternity,
unswerving Fidelity, and
Achievement in the
interest of mankind….”
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Community Service:
Project Giveback
On Saturday morning, November 21, 2009, over 600 volunteers
including six members of Alexandria-Fairfax (VA) Alumni Chapter
converged on Bell Multicultural High School in Washington, DC
with the mission of improving the plight of the community. Project
Give Back is a community service organization based in
Washington, DC, which provides a vehicle for corporations and
young professionals to give back to the communities where they
work and live. Project GiveBack held its 15th Annual
Thanksgiving Food Distribution drive. Kappa Alpha Psi, gathered
to help distribute over 900 nutritious food baskets to deserving
families. Kappa members, Clifton Taylor, Charles Parker Jr,
Norman Simon, Phillip L. Thomas and German Vigil combined to
deliver about 30 boxes to needy families throughout Washington
DC.
The 900 baskets represent an increase of 80% over the number
of families assisted in 2008. Project GiveBack Founder Ransom
Miller, III. said the organization wanted to double the amount of
families it assisted because the current economic conditions have
turned some long term Project GiveBack donors into recipients. Project GiveBack credits its success to
strong volunteer partnerships with The National Pan-Hellenic Council of DC, Girl Scout Troop 6600,
Howard University, Prince George's Community Church, The Black Doll Affair, Ward 5 Warriors Pop
Warner Football Team and Woman2Woman Social Group.

Kappas Rain Holiday Spirit on the Carpenter House
Twas the night before Christmas and all
through the house, not a creature was
stirring, but the Nupes still came out!
Yes, once again, the brothers of Alexandria
Fairfax Alumni chapter converged upon the
Carpenter Shelter at 930 N Henry St, Alexandria,
VA 22314. The facility is a shelter for the
homeless and this year, as we have done so
many times before, the brothers thought it not
robbery to leave their own families and provide
gifts and more importantly show the less fortunate
that someone cares and that they matter. Alumni,
collegiate, and individuals who hope to become Kappas all participated. The unsung heroes included
the daughters of Howard Osborne, Brittani and Nicole who accomplished most of the shopping and gift
wrapping, and our fearless leader of the Charity committee Stanley Lamb who organized and managed
the event. But the star of the show was Vincent “Santa Clause” Jones. He along with his team of elves
provided a memorable experience for the children. We estimated that 28 kids received 3 or 4 toys each.
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2010: New Year Reflections
THE JOURNEY CONTINUES
By Charles F. Parker Sr.
100 years (5 score) is a long time for an organization to exist and certainly
KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY is no exception. We are now one year away
from achieving the magnificent milestone of a fraternity existing for 100 years.
What is it that makes the members of this fraternity continue to strive toward the
fundamental goal of our fraternity, ACHIEVEMENT --a goal established by our
Founders 99 years ago? It has not been easy, through the years there have
been wars in far off places, the great depression that weighed heavily against
survival, and segregation that robbed a man of his dignity and worth, and most
of all eliminated opportunities to achieve. As I look back on my travels within the
bond I marvel at some of the great things that the men of Kappa Alpha Psi have
achieved, of course being honest I struggle with the fact that not all of our members adhere to the
principles of our noble clan. As you re-dedicate yourself during our diverse Founders’ day celebrations,
take time to seek out an inactive brother and remind him that his duty to Kappa is for life. My Kappa
journey has taken me through many alumni chapters and I have amassed a treasure trove of
extraordinary Kappa memories: As a member of the Germany Alumni Chapter we hosted the Mayor of
Los Angeles and then Grand Polemarch, Thomas Bradley. He became the first Grand Polemarch to
ever visit a chapter outside the continental United States. His visit was part of his travels to Athens,
Greece where he sought the approval of the International Olympics Committee to host the summer
Olympics. I joined the Alexandria-Fairfax (VA) Alumni Chapter in 1980 when there were 36 members. It
seemed that no one in the Province knew who we were. That did not prevent the dedicated members of
the fledgling chapter from achieving at every field of human endeavor including unmatched levels of
community service in the Northern Virginia area! In only 10 years Alexandria-Fairfax (VA) Alumni
Chapter went from being insignificant to being recognized with the Paul W. Caine Alumni Chapter of the
Year Award in 1991 and 1993. The award recognized the chapter as the best chapter in the fraternity.
and the International Chapter of the Year. The chapter can also boast of two members being honored
for their achievements with the highest honor of the fraternity, the Laurel Wreath. Now as our fraternity
enters its 99th year, I am again on the verge of participating in an historic achievement, the purchase of
a property that the Alexandria-Fairfax Alumni Chapter can call home. The establishment of a Kappa
House in Northern Virginia will open new avenues for ACHIEVEMENT. Mr. N. Webster Moore, a 1936
initiate of the Mu chapter, Kansas University, said “If you want to be something, you have got to work
hard to achieve it.” The members of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity have worked hard for 99 years to live up
to its goal of ACHIEVEMENT and that’s why I can say, “IT IS GOOD TO BE A KAPPA.”
About the author: Charles F. Parker Sr., affectionately referred to as “Chuck” was initiated on December 10, 1958 at

the Beta Tau Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. Chuck’s honors include: the National Pan Hellenic Council Frater
of the Year (1990, 1991); Pillar of the Eastern Province (1991, 1997); Grand Polemarch Certificate of Achievement (2000); A-F
Brother of the Year (1987, 1988); Germany Alumni Brother of the Year (1979); A-F Pillar of the Chapter (1991). He has served
on the Eastern Province Board of Directors; Grand Chapter Strategic Planning Committee and Board of Directors, Kappa
Scholarship Endowment Fund, Inc. Chuck served as the President of the Northern Virginia Pan- Hellenic Council and served on
the NPHC Eastern Region Board of Directors. Chuck’s Alumni chapters include: San Francisco, Montgomery, New Orleans,
Gulfport, Germany, and Alexandria-Fairfax (A-F) Alumni chapters. He served as Polemarch for Alexandria-Fairfax and
Germany Alumni chapters.
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Happy New Decade
By Eugene Johnson, AFA Chronicle, Editor
Happy 2010! The annual refrain of “Happy New Year” just doesn’t seem adequate in a year that a man
of African American decent ran the Oval office and assumed the mantle of the world’s most powerful
man. No, I’d say the phrase Happy New Year is not enough as we usher in the promise of a new
decade. Would the phrase “Happy New Decade” suffice? Maybe not, Happy decade lacks the
traditional flavor of the classic ‘Happy New Year,” I’d say the ringing in of a new decade and the turn of
the Century should be special for Kappa men, because a year into the second decade of the 20th
century, ten young men with a dream set out to establish a fraternity which brilliantly grew into achievers
from every field of human endeavor. I imagine the Revered Founders knew that in the absence of
riches, the success of the fledgling organization would depend upon the grace of God. I do not believe it
is a coincidence that Kappa has so many preachers and mighty men of God. As I reflect upon last year, I
recall the brilliance of the 79th Conclave, I applaud the fact that every business session began with an
inspirational sermon prepared by a nationally renowned Kappa preacher. During the Conclave,
representatives from St Jude Children’s Hospital recognized Kappa as its charitable giving partner of the
year, mainly for remaining on pace to contribute a million dollars. Finally, to further focus on God, the
fraternity bestowed its highest honor upon a nationally recognized preacher, our brother, Eddie Long.
The Story of Kappa Alpha Psi records that the Founders experienced depressing isolation while
attending predominately white Indiana University, and it was only through their own ingenuity and
acceptance of a common purpose were they able to transform an unbearable and largely exclusionary
existence into a lifelong bond. During that new decade 100 years ago, the Founders knew the fraternity
had to rely upon high Christian ideas and the purpose of achievement. The fraternity would seek to raise
the sights of black youth and stimulate them to accomplishments higher than might otherwise be realized
or even imagined. That idea a century ago is the same idea we rally around today. The idea today is to
work together to achieve as “One Kappa” and inspire brothers to see themselves as part of a greater
whole no matter the size of their contribution. Mathematically, the whole cannot be greater than the sum
of its parts, but Kappa proves that when brothers answer the call to service and work together as “One
Kappa” they achieve more than the individuals ever could imagine alone. We have all seen great teams
lose in sports because the less talented team played as a unit focused on achieving a singular goal,
selflessly focused on the name on the front of their jersey vice the name on the back. Together we can
fund million dollar charities and scholarships; together we can acquire multi-million dollar properties,
support multi-million dollar entrepreneurial objectives and influence political outcomes. This decade, like
a century ago, let’s resolve to actively work together to make the Kappa diamond shine so bright that the
second stanza of past Grand Polemarch Henry Green’s famous poem becomes evident to all: When

each member shows he cares How every other Kappa fares And our obligation jointly shares,
That’s the Kappa of my Dreams; And when Greeks from every place Admit that Kappa leads
the race And our Achievements set the pace, That’s the Kappa of my Dreams. Happy New
Decade.

Blessed in 2009
Victor S. Angry/CSM, ARNGUS/Interim Command Sergeant Major/of the Army National Guard
I am proud and honored to be a part of such a distinguished group of men. I wanted to drop in
and tell you all this and to wish you all a very healthy and prosperous 2010! God has blessed
me with much in 2009, to include allowing me to progress in the fraternity as your humbled
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Strategus for two continuous years, and being assigned by the Army National Guard leadership
to the Interim position as the Command Sergeant Major of the Army National Guard. I say
interim not to diminish the position but to note that while being the first black to hold this
position, it is not permanent as of yet. Yes, this has been a stellar year for me and I say that my
fraternity had a lot to do with that! I don't know what 2010 has in store for me but each of you
can rest assured knowing that I will come into it with more fire, more love and more passion than
ever before and achievement will remain my focus. I know my brothers are having (if you are
reading this now) or had a great time at the gala. I look forward to seeing my brothers at the
board meeting and chapter meetings and hopefully, we can get back to a few Nupe nights.
***Happy New Year Nupes!

Determined in 2010
Billy Washington, Housing Committee Chairperson
As we come to the end of another year and prepare to
accomplish a major achievement for our great chapter. I offer
some words of motivation drawn from our Great Leaders of
“…Let us pledge to not
past.
ignore great opportunities by
Self Determination – Use our knowledge to improve to
mistakenly classifying them
improve our present and enhance our future and to give
as unsolvable problems….”
honor to our past. Our task is to know our past and to honor
it; to engage our present and improve it; to imagine our
future and to forge it. Much love and blessings to my brothers and their families.

Health Awareness

Balancing your health
As we enter a new decade, many of us make resolutions. They may involve God, family, health, or
money. The irony is that they are all intertwined. We have all formed some sense of purpose around our
family’s well being. That may involve church, spirituality, providing monetarily, or deciding you want to be
around for your grandchild’s college graduation. No matter which aspect you focus on, they come back
to one another. In healthcare, many issues have the same relationship. As black men we are plagued
with ailments that shorten our lives such as high blood pressure, diabetes, and obesity. Cardiovascular
disease is the #1 cause of death among African-American males. So that loved one who died of a heart
attack somewhere around age 50, may have benefited from understanding the relationship between
these conditions. YOU can prevent this from being your destiny!
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Kappa has worked hard to educate brothers about prostate cancer and making us all aware of the
preventive measures. Prevention is the best way to treat any sickness. Regular check ups, weight
control, exercise, and eating to live can contribute to a high quality long life. That is a life free of some
medications; maintaining your independence into the senior days of your life, and keeping some of that
money you saved to retire out of the healthcare system and in your pocket. I challenge all brothers to
find the balance between God, Family, Health, and money. As a healthcare provider, I’m better
equipped to guide you in the area of, well…health. Know that if you are addressing your eating habits
then, your body will begin to better control high blood pressure and diabetes. Getting your dental
checkups and treatment of periodontal disease can lessen the magnitude of your blood pressure,
diabetes, or any ‘itis’ you may have had diagnosed. Making sure you have a full set of teeth to properly
chew your food which will reduce the advent of obesity; which in-turn reduces the advent of diabetes,
colon cancer, or reflux. The relationships go on and on. Any one who is not faced with systemic
diseases, keep it that way! By regular exercise, reducing stress, moderating fatty foods; as well as
maintenance with your health providers, and spiritual guides you can remain in good health for a lifetime.
Even fraternizing with the brothers can be a source of good health. Studies show that people with
personal relationships tend to avoid depression and lead longer lives. And you can quote me on that
one.
God Bless and Happy New Year to all!

* The author, Dr. Kevin Granger is a spring 96 initiate of Beta Iota (Xavier University) and provides general,
corrective, cosmetic and restorative dental services. He is skilled in the latest technology available to dentists to
include laser and sedation dentistry. For more information, contact him at (703) 790‐5533 to schedule a visit or
visit his practice on‐line at www.virginialaserdentist.com. His office is located in Tysons Corner, VA‐ serving
Mclean, Fairfax County, Arlington and Northern Virginia with friendly, caring dentistry.

Its Official

Alexandria Fairfax Rolls out its First Chapter Emblem

As of December 2009, the Alexandria Fairfax Alumni chapter voted to
establish its first ever “official” logo. The logo in question is depicted
to the left. The logo design is centered around the Coat of Arms of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity incorporated, placing Kappa at the heart of
all that we do. The crimson background is a testament to one of the
two official colors of Kappa Alpha Psi. The circular design conveys
the idea of unifying college men of culture, patriotism, and honor in a
bond of fraternity. The inner circle bounds our efforts to the goals of
the chapter, the Eastern Province, and Kappa Alpha Psi as One
Kappa. The laurel wreath surrounding the coat of arms acts as a
testament to the achievements of the chapter, and the single estoile
above the chartering year “1976”honors Brother Roosevelt Phillips for
planting the seed that has grown into Alexandria Fairfax (VA) Alumni.
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KSEF/KAPPA BUILDING FUND INITIATIVE
Five (5) Year Pledge Period

All participating brothers will be recognized in one of the following ways:
FOUNDERS’ DIAMOND CLUB: $6,500 and above





Reception In Your Honor
Founders’Diamond Club Deluxe Plaque Framed Certificate
Your Name Displayed on Founders’ Diamond Club Plaque on a Wall In House
Tax Deductible Benefit
FOUNDERS’ CLUB: $5,000






Reception In Your Honor
Founders’ Club Plaque Framed Certificate
Your Name Displayed on Founders’ Club Plaque on a Wall In House
Tax Deductible Benefit
PLATINUM CLUB: $3,500






Platinum Club Plaque
Framed Certificate
Your Name Displayed On Platinum Club Plaque On Wall In House
Tax Deductible Benefit
GOLD CLUB: $2,500






Gold Club Plaque
Framed Certificate
Your Name Displayed On Gold Club Plaque On a Wall In House
Tax Deductible Benefit
SILVER CLUB: $1,500






Silver Club Plaque
Framed Certificate
Your Name Displayed On Silver Club Plaque On a Wall In House
Tax Deductible Benefit
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KSEF BUILDING FUND FORM
Alexandria-Fairfax Alumni Chapter
Building Fund Initiative
Kappa Scholarship Endowment Fund, Inc.
GOAL: $800,000.00
Name:
Address:
City;
Signature:

State:
_Date:

Zip:

_
_

Tax Deductible Pledge Program
5 Year Total

Monthly

Quarterly Annually

Founders’ Diamond Club

$

6,500.00 $

81.25

$

325.00

$

1,300.00

Founders’ Club

$

5,000.00 $

62.50

$

250.00

$

1,000.00

Platinum Club

$

3,500.00

$

43.75

$

175.00

$

700.00

Gold Club

$

2,500.00 $

31.25

$

125.00

$

500.00

Silver Club

$

1,500.00 $

18.75

$

75.00

$

300.00

Make Tax Deductible Payments To:
Kappa Scholarship Endowment Fund, Inc. (KSEF)
C/O Brother Charles Monterio, KSEF Treasurer
5708 Callcott Way # B
Alexandria, VA 22312
Phone: 703-992-8133.
Email Questions to: Rivers Burrell at RBurr90384@aol.com

